INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

- Align hanger bolts on strike wall with holes on face of rear wall and push together. Secure with 1/4-20 whiz nuts.
- Repeat operation with slide wall.
- Secure walls to platform using #10 x 3/4" flat head screws.
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

- Insert spline into the recessed pocket along vertical edge of either wall section.
- Align recessed pocket in other wall with spline projecting out of the first wall and press together.
- Loosen draw bolts and insert in routed pockets located on back side of wall.
- Tighten draw bolts to pull walls together. Use caution not to over tighten.
- Secure splice plates to back side of wall over the seam using the provided wood screws.

ITEM NO. | QTY. | PART NUMBER | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 1 | WA-RR | WOOD CORE WALL REAR RIGHT
2 | 1 | WA-RL | WOOD CORE WALL REAR LEFT
3 | 1 | SPL-125-95 | SPINE 1/8" X 95 3/4"
4 | 5 | CON-517 | DRAW BOLT JOINER 3 1/2"
5 | 4 | WA-SP-1 | WALL SPLICE PLATE